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an oldjokeoldoid joke asserts that you cant satirize BYU because BYU
is its own satire the gag presumes a reality already so incredible
that deliberate caricature would be mistaken for factual report but
of course the joke exaggerates the truth A wonderful piece of
cartoon satire appeared in the daily universe less than two years
ago a beautiful young woman stands at the pulpit in a BYU ward
her yards of blonde tresses cascading out around her the caption
reads my hair is so full today that I1 just had to stand

nevertheless there is enough truth in the joke to merit thought
satire does not flourish in the mormon culture and with good
reason it is dangerous the only thing more dangerous than satire
is its absence the appearance ofofnealornealneal chandlerschandlessChandlers book benedic
tion therefore is cause for celebration a healthy vital sign an
indication that the patient may recover

three of chandlerschandlessChand lers fifteen stories are pure classic satires
their very names caricatures of the contemporary LDS culture the
only divinely authorized plan for financial success in this life
or the next the righteousness hall of fame and the last
nephite which manages to combine the spirit of the three nephite
folktalesfolktales with that of the last gunfighter movie myths the title
story benediction is not true satire but instead a marvelously
humorous story in which our antiheroanti hero damon boulder the central
figure in four of the pieces triumphs with a satiric prayer of all
things A satiric prayer may sound blasphemous but it is in fact
damons shatteringly effective way of silencing the blasphemy of
a gospel doctrine teacher who has just spent forty minutes rein
carnatingcarnating the apostle peter as rocky balboa

if youve sat through a few too many sunday school classes
that smacked of og mandino or successful salesmanship sells the
scriptures you may find yourself cheering for this particular flinty
boulder chandlerschandlessChandlers fun with names is clever without being trite
while the boulder petros rocky connection is a straightforward one
the name damon gives us much more to think about including the
concept of daemon and of demon as well as damon and pythias

the book contains more than satire however we can begin
to understand the scope of chandlerschandlessChand lers work if we step back and re-
mind ourselves of how we mortals handle the thorny paradox of the
ideal vs the actual the ideal is what we want what we hope for
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what we believe should be what we ought to do or be the actual
is what is what we and the world are like here and now how do
we deal with the gap between the two ifwe tell ourselves that what
we are and what wed like to be are one and the same we are deluded
or self righteous if we know the difference but profess to others
that theyre the same were hypocrites if we say that the ideal is
unimportant when in fact we believe it is important or if we say
it is unattainable and therefore not worth attempting or if we try to
lower the ideal we are rationalizing when we acknowledge the
disparity yet continue to try to match our actions to our ideals thats
called repentance sometimes however in addition to whichever
course we take the inevitable disparity between what is expected in
life and what actually comes down the pike makes us laugh or smile
wryly or chortle even as we wince and that response is ironic

in chandlerschandlessChand lers living oracle for example a young damon
not named in the story itself visits a berlin cabaret hours after his

release from his mission this is an initiation account in the
tradition of james joycesjoycea araby or john updikesUpdikes A & P its
all about disillusionment as damon and a fellow RM have one
expectation after another thwarted just as the best line in a poem is
often the title here the insight of the story comes in a headnote a
gloss on the word release 1 I1 to liberate to set free from
bondage or obligation 2 to give up surrender or relinquish to let
go or drop 3 law to lease again 62 this is one of the weaker
stories in the collection because although chandler takes us
carefully to the explosion of the illusion he fails to evoke the impact
of what that event can mean to a young person ever wonder if
maybe it means something 66 is not exactly an exit line
calculated to keep us up nights but as an overture for the whole
book a quick preview of the life damon or any of us will live as
dreams collide with nightmares and ideals bump against actualities
it is an effective initial sounding of motifs

rachael holbein has expectations in mormon tabernacle
blues oh what a title can you imagine such an album wouldnt
our culture be enriched by such a wonder rachael expects her son
roy jr to be her last best hope ofunblemished maternal victory
79 after he comes home from his mission instead she must watch

him slide slowly steadily down into the sin ofbachelorhood 79
but if the son is a disappointment and her husband living evidence
that heaven had defaulted its end of the bargain 77 it is her

father who causes her most pain the clash between ideal and real
has produced in her fathers case a skeptic and a doubter who reads
scientific american and makes out a last will and testament in-
structingstructing rachael to cremate his remains rachael in a flash of
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inspiration invites the local science teacher a fellow ward mem-
ber to straighten her father out at a dinner made in the cholesterol
kingdom faith and doubt tangle with faith getting tangled in the
broccoli for good measure this well written little piece has
surprises for the reader as well as for rachael the irony darkens
after what we assume is the climax and moves into a deeper insight
than we had expected perhaps deeper than we had wanted such are
the perils of irony and of literature

other stories with sharp and rather somber ironic themes
include the onlooker whole life premiums and roger
across the looking glass roger is clearly the most complex and
fully developed story in the collection a troubling portrait of a
marriage seen through a veil darkly by a husband who cannot
understand his wifescifes pain or his own though not long this story
has something of the richness of a short novel with many strands
implied and an entire episode his wifescifes care of her dying
mother tantalizingly abbreviated into a couple of pages roger
lays open the pain that results when ideals tyrannize actualities
when a person sacrifices what she is for what she is expected to be
and ends up being neither but some tragic netherworld zombie A
later story borrowing light fails in trying to make the epistolary
form carry the weight of how her mothers tragedy affects rogers
daughter despite its problems borrowing further confirms the
notion that roger and ellens story has more potential than it has
been given here

although roger could have been a much longer story
trimming would have benefited several of the others especially the
satiric pieces timing is everything in comedy and once readers
have taken delight in the initial shock of the caricature prolonging
the effect is counterproductive comics are told to get on and get
off here especially less is more yet despite a touch of overkill
surely the stories that will find the readiest audience are these
satires in both the righteousness hall of fame and the only
divinely authorized plan for financial success chandler has
great sport with our current mormon equation of financial and
spiritual wellbeingwell being when a friend suggests that the enterprise
carmen snavely wants to goad husband walter into joining might
be a pyramid scheme carmen slaps down a dollar bill points to the
engraving on the back and says of course its a pyramid its
gods own plan thelm put here in a free country with a free market
and free enterprise thats what a pyramid is its capitalism
honorable men put it in the constitution and on the back of that
dollar bill so that every eye might see and every tongue confess the
truth of what im telling you right now 19 carmenscaimensCarmens walter has
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a different perception of actuality however when fast talking
brother houston makes his pitch walter simply points out young
man your fly is open 20

of course thats what satire is about pointing out open flies
someone once said to rudyard kipling that truth was a naked
lady to which kipling replied yes and a gentleman looks the
other way to the satirist however looking the other way is the
real sin seeing and saying what one sees are crucial steps in salva-
tion in ursula le guins A wizard ofearthsea the hero sparrow-
hawk tracks down the destroying demon and realizes that the way
to gain power over him is to speak the demons real name which is
his own name he acknowledges the demon as a part ofhimself he
unites the two parts the brightest and the darkest and the threat is
no more As le guin writes A man who knows his whole true
self cannot be used or possessed by any power other than himself
and his life therefore is lived for lifeslifeilfe s sake and never in the service
of ruin or pain or hatred or the dark 1 neal chandlerschandlessChandlers book is
worth reading for the laughs its worth rereading for the insights
that unite the bright and dark sides of mormonmonnon culture

NOTE
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